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Test result: Outstanding

“AUDIO FINESSE”
“[…] From a pricing perspective (€999 per unit), Magnat is making a declaration
of war with its Signature 707 4-way floorstanding speaker. An elegant visual
appearance that incorporates a beautiful base, exquisite suitability for hi-res
audio files, woofer/midrange drivers with ceramic/aluminum diaphragms and
a Hi-Res-certified tweeter module with two fmax domes are features that are
atypical for the rather down-to-earth price point. Workmanship is of a premium
class, the front panel that is screwed in place at six points and the chrome rings
around the high-tech chassis are all extremely good.”
“[…] And “Basil” by Mark Knopfler. Again, an above-average resolution is
required here. The Signature 707 gets immediately to the point, and the sound
is once again homogeneous, finely detailed and compelling with its seamless
transitions.”
“[...] “Get Lucky” by Daft Punk is a laid-back track with a solid bass
line. No problem for the Signature 707. The bass is generated with the
necessary punch even when the volume is cranked up and it always
appears extremely precise. Listening is a real enjoyment and the
speakers’ excellent resolution is also brought to the fore with this track.
We then listen to “The Game Of Love”, also by Daft Punk, and are once again
overwhelmed by the quality of the powerful bass range. The deliberately
distorted electronic vocals are reproduced extremely accurately by both
Signature 707 speakers. Small dynamic differences are also processed
exquisitely here.
Conclusion:
“[…] For just under € 2,000 a pair, Magnat’s highly developed four-way
floorstanding speaker, which features a double bass configuration and two
bass reflex openings, generates an impressive performance thanks to a fine
resolution, wonderful degree of spatiality, high pulse fidelity and an equally
powerful and precise bass range. […] The excellent workmanship and the
classically beautiful visual appearance round everything off nicely.”
“For just under € 2,000 a pair, the buyer will be getting high-quality
four-way speakers with an exquisite resolution.”
Read the full review at www.areadvd.de.
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